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Abstract

We conduct an experiment on gender differences in bargaining environments with two-
sided asymmetric information. Based on the bargaining model in Abreu and Gul (2000),
we introduce asymmetric information about subjects’ commitments by inducing irrational
types, who never back down from a fixed bargaining position. We find that bargaining
behavior in this setting depends on whether gender is revealed or not. When gender is
unknown, men are more likely to exploit information asymmetries by mimicking irrational
types than women, but this gender gap is eliminated when gender is known. Male-male
pairs also experience significantly longer bargaining delays than mixed-gender or female-
female pairs, but only in the treatment condition where gender is revealed and only in
those pairs where one of the subjects mimics the irrational type.
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1 Introduction

Bargaining behavior affects economic outcomes in a wide variety of wage and price negotiations.

For instance, it has been widely posited that differences in the bargaining behavior of men and

women could be an important factor in the persistence of a gender wage gap (see, e.g., Card

et al., 2016). For example, in Germany (which provides the context for our study), the gender

wage gap remains persistently high, being consistently above 21% for the last decade, with no
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sign of an imminent downward trend.1 Similarly, gender differences in bargaining behavior can

affect inter alia the surplus that men and women acquire in family planning, divorce settlements,

house or car price negotiations, and legal plea-bargains.

As a result, there is broad interest in understanding gender differences in bargaining. This

is challenging, however, because bargaining outcomes (e.g., wages) can depend on many factors

(e.g., productivity, sorting, or discrimination) that are not directly related to bargaining behav-

ior. Laboratory experiments provide a setting where bargaining behavior can be isolated from

such confounds (see, e.g., Azmat and Petrongolo, 2014). Accordingly, a growing experimental

literature has studied gender differences in a variety of stylized bargaining problems, including

dictator (Eckel and Grossman, 1998; Andreoni and Vesterlund, 2001), ultimatum (Eckel and

Grossman, 2001; Solnick, 2001), and alternating-offer (Dittrich et al., 2014) games.

In this paper, we study gender differences in strategic posturing, a bargaining strategy that is

especially relevant in dynamic bargaining problems with asymmetric information. To illustrate,

consider two parties, Ann and Bob, bargaining about the division of a pie. In a symmetric,

complete information environment, it seems natural for Ann and Bob to propose (and accept)

an equal division of the pie, since following this 50:50 norm leads to a fair and efficient allocation.

But what should Bob do if, instead, Ann initially demands a disproportionate share of the pie

for herself? If Ann is irrationally obstinate about her demand—and is either unable or unwilling

to deviate—then Bob should concede in order to avoid costly bargaining delays. If, on the other

hand, Ann is as concerned about bargaining delays as Bob, then there is no reason why Bob

should be the one to concede. The problem for Bob is that he may not be able to distinguish

whether Ann is irrational or not, especially because Ann has every reason to convince Bob that

she is an irrational type in order to provoke concessions. Such “bluffs” seem an essential feature

of bargaining. Moreover, Abreu and Gul (2000) show that strategic posturing—whereby parties

mimic irrational types—is an equilibrium strategy that can lead to significant bargaining delays

and a highly unequal division of surplus.2

While the previous literature has identified a number of differences in the bargaining be-

havior of men and women, not much is known about their propensities for strategic posturing.

Bargaining games studied in the prior literature—e.g., dictator, ultimatum, and alternating offer

1This figure is based on the unadjusted wage gap data available at Eurostat. By comparison, the EU average
for the wage gap is approximately 15%. While Germany may seem a quite gender equal society—for instance,
having had a female Chancellor, Angela Merkel, for over a decade—the persistently high gender wage gap
indicates that there are still considerable gender differences in German labor market outcomes, which may
reflect (in part) differences in bargaining behaviors of men and women.

2Bargaining parties may be obstinate about their demands for various reasons, not all of which are irrational:
(i) parties could be committed to a pre-specified outcome because they are delegated to bargaining on someone’s
behalf (see, e.g., Fershtman and Kalai, 1997; Schotter et al., 2000; Fershtman and Gneezy, 2001); (ii) financial or
institutional constraints could prevent parties from deviating from a pre-specified outcome (see, e.g. Genesove
and Mayer, 1997); or (iii) parties could be boundedly rational, follow a simple rule-of-thumb or bargaining
convention, which makes them unwilling to concede (see, e.g., Myerson, 1991).
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games—share the common feature that the bargaining protocol is fundamentally asymmetric,

often instilling one of the bargaining partner’s with a distinct first-mover advantage. Real-world

bargaining problems are often asymmetric (e.g., employer/employee or defendant/prosecutor),

and prior studies provide valuable insights regarding gender differences in the ability or will-

ingness to exploit first-mover advantage to extract more surplus from trade. However, strategic

posturing does not inherently rely on any asymmetry of the bargaining protocol. Instead, strate-

gic posturing is related to an alternative source of bargaining power: asymmetric information.

To adopt a strategic posture, bargaining parties must be willing to exploit information asymme-

tries, “bluffing” about their commitment to a fixed bargaining position to induce concessions

from their partner. Since asymmetric information is common to a wide-range of real-world

bargaining problems (from wage negotiations to plea settlements), gender differences in the

willingness to strategically posture can have far reaching implications: if men and women differ

in their posturing behavior, this will affect the resources they acquire, and the inefficiencies

they generate, from bargaining. In addition, there are reasons to believe a priori that there

may be systematic gender differences.

On one hand, previous research provides evidence that could suggest that women may be

less inclined to strategic posturing than men. First, while men often behave more in their own

self-interests, women tend to be more other-regarding (Eckel and Grossman, 1998), a gender

difference that may impact their willingness to demand a disproportionate share of surplus

for themselves. Second, women are less likely than men to deceive for financial gain (Dreber

and Johannesson, 2008), and may therefore be less inclined to feign commitment to a favorable

bargaining position. Third, there is experimental evidence that women are less competitive than

men (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007), and may thus be more reluctant to pursue a competitive

bargaining process.

On the other hand, a common perception that women pursue their self-interests less aggres-

sively than men—whether founded in reality or based on gender-stereotypes—could actually

provide women with favorable conditions to succeed with strategic postures.3 If women are

expected to be less aggressive in pursuing their self-interests, the conditional probability that

an opponent is irrational will generally be higher when a women mimics an irrational type

than when a man mimics. For instance, suppose that Charlie believes that men are generally

selfish, likely to deceive for financial gain, and willing to engage in competitive interactions.

In a bilateral bargaining problem, Charlie therefore anticipates that Bob will demand a dis-

proportionate share of the pie; not because Bob is truly irrational but simply because men are

generally aggressive in pursuing their self-interests. As a result, a strategic posture by Bob does

3There is considerable experimental evidence that people do have different prior expectations about the way
that men and women behave. For instance, in a dictator game, Aguiar et al. (2009) find that subjects are more
likely to choose to receive from a female dictator than a male dictator, indicating that they expect women to
be more altruistic (see Section 2).
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not provide a credible signal of Bob’s commitment. By contrast, if Charlie believes that women

are generally other-regarding, honest, and averse to competition, he may infer that Ann is truly

irrational when—counter to his prior expectations—Ann demands a disproportionate share for

herself. A strategic posture therefore sends a more credible signal of Ann’s commitment to her

bargaining position, and is more likely to provoke a concession from Charlie.

Given these countervailing forces, we conduct an experiment to investigate gender differ-

ences in strategic posturing. Our basic design is based on Embrey et al.’s (2015) implementation

of the bargaining model in Abreu and Gul (2000). The underlying bilateral bargaining game

has two stages. In the first stage, bargaining parties simultaneously announce what share of a

pie they demand for themselves. If demands are compatible (i.e., do not exceed the total pie),

then each partner receives their demanded share, any remaining pie is split equally, and the

bilateral interaction ends. If the demands are incompatible, the subjects enter a second stage

continuous-time concession game, where they continually decide whether to remain committed

to their initial bargaining position or concede to their partner. In that case, the pie gradually

shrinks until one partner concedes, and the discounted pie is then split according to the share

demanded by the non-conceding party.

One challenge for studying strategic posturing in such dynamic bargaining problems is that

there may be many potential irrational types in a population, making it difficult to disentangle

strategic postures from other bargaining behaviors. A key innovation in Embrey et al. (2015),

which we incorporate into our design, is to induce specific irrational types in the laboratory. In

particular, in our experiment, some subjects are constrained to be obstinate: they must demand

a disproportionate share in the first stage and can never concede in the second stage. All subjects

know the likelihood of encountering one of these induced types, but do not know whether

their partner is constrained or not. Inducing types in the laboratory makes the asymmetric

information problem especially salient, and allows us to identify a specific strategy—mimicking

the induced type—that we can directly interpret as a strategic posture.

We build on the design in Embrey et al. (2015) to investigate the role of gender and gender-

revelation in a dynamic bargaining environment with two-sided asymmetric information about

types. Gender seems important in such asymmetric information environments where one might

expect stereotyping or statistical discrimination to have the greatest impact on bargaining be-

havior (Guryan and Charles, 2013). While the bargaining game for our experiment confronts

subjects with a more complex strategic environment than simpler bargaining games—e.g., dic-

tator, ultimatum or alternating offer games—it offers a number of advantages for studying

gender differences in posturing behavior.

First, the bargaining protocol is completely symmetric, so that willingness to exploit infor-

mation asymmetries are the only inherent source of bargaining power. Second, the asymmetric

information is two-sided so that neither partner has an inherent informational advantage. Third,
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while information asymmetries could affect bargaining in essentially any bargaining protocol,

the Abreu and Gul (2000) model provides clear equilibrium predictions for the way in which

asymmetric information should affect rational bargaining behavior, which is not a feature of

other bargaining problems with incomplete information. In particular, for the simple version

of the model that we implement (with only one irrational type), there is a unique equilibrium

prediction: all subjects should mimic the demand of the only irrational type. This generates

an interesting tension between the fair-division, which seems a natural norm in the absence

of information asymmetries because of the symmetric bargaining protocol, and the more ag-

gressive strategic posture, which is the unique equilibrium prediction. As shown by Embrey

et al. (2015), many subjects appear to understand the strategic environment, with the major-

ity either adopting the fair posture (an equal division of surplus) or mimicking the irrational

type. Finally, the Abreu and Gul (2000) model identifies two additional features of bargaining,

which seem important for understanding gender differences in real-world bargaining outcomes:

(i) equilibrium bargaining delays generate inefficiencies, and (ii) even though the bargaining

protocol is completely symmetric, information asymmetries generate asymmetric bargaining

outcomes. Understanding gender differences in strategic posturing within the Abreu and Gul

(2000) setting can therefore provide insights into the bargaining inefficiencies generated by men

and women, and identify an alternative source of gender differences in bargaining outcomes

that is related to information asymmetries rather than asymmetries of the bargaining protocol.

We therefore implement the basic design in Embrey et al. (2015) in two experimental

conditions, which enables us to address two central research questions. First, in our control

condition, subjects do not know the gender of their bargaining partner, allowing us to study

whether there are gender differences in the Abreu and Gul (2000) bargaining framework when

subjects are not able to make strategy choices contingent on their partner’s gender. Second, in

our treatment condition, genders are revealed, allowing us to study how knowledge of gender

alters the strategic environment, and whether gender-revelation mitigates or exacerbates any

gender differences in posturing behavior.

Related to our research questions, we report two main findings. First, in our control con-

dition, we find significant gender gaps in posturing behavior: male subjects are much more

likely to mimic the induced type, while female subjects are more likely to propose an equal

division of the surplus. Our first finding therefore identifies gender differences in the Abreu and

Gul (2000) framework. Second, we find that the treatment has a significant effect: revealing

gender eliminates the gender gap in posturing behavior: if anything, female subjects are now

more likely to mimic the induced type than male subjects, and less likely than male subjects

to propose an equal division. We also observe some learning in the treatment over rounds.

While in the control, the gender gaps in posturing behavior are consistent over the rounds, in

the treatment meaningful gender gaps emerge only after subjects have gained some experience
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with the behavior of male and female opponents.

In addition to posturing behavior, we also look at the bargaining delays generated by

subject-pairs who do not reach agreement in the first stage. We observe that male-male pairs

generate significantly longer delays than either mixed-gender or female-female pairs, but only

in the treatment condition where gender is revealed and only when one of the subjects in

the pair has mimicked the induced type. Rather than achieving the desired concession, male

subjects therefore generate significant bargaining inefficiencies when they adopt a strategic

posture against a male opponent, suggesting that mimicking the induced type is not viewed as

a credible signal of commitment.

Overall, our results indicate that male subjects may anticipate and/or learn that their

strategic posture is not a credible signal, leading male subjects to adopt a strategic posture

less often in a treatment condition where their gender is revealed. As such, our results provide

new insights on gender differences in bargaining problems with asymmetric information. In

particular, our findings indicate that revealing gender seems to alter the strategic environment

in a meaningful way: parties accounting for gender mitigates differences in the way that men

and women approach the bargaining problem.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related literature. Section 3

presents the design, and Section 4 provides an overview of the data and describes our dependent

variables. We present and interpret our main qualitative findings in Section 5. In Section 6, we

complement the qualitative analysis with regression results. Section 7 concludes. An appendix

provides additional data analysis and experimental instructions.

2 Related literature

Our experimental design is informed by the bargaining model in Abreu and Gul (2000). They

study a bilateral, repeated-offer bargaining problem where, with some probability, agents can

be irrational types who never deviate from a fixed bargaining position. Irrational types gener-

ate asymmetric information, which rational players can exploit to induce concessions from their

partner. There are two key equilibrium predictions. First, rational players will always mimic

irrational types in their initial demands, thereby deviating from an ostensibly fair allocation

(such as the Nash bargaining solution). In the continuation, they follow a random stopping

rule, thereby generating a war of attrition that can last as long as each party remains uncertain

about their partner’s type. As such, the second key prediction is that uncertainty about types

generates bargaining delays. This prediction is in stark contrast to models without asymmet-

ric information—such as the Rubinstein (1982) alternating-offer model—where agreement is

reached immediately in equilibrium. As a result, uncertainty about types provides a theoretical

explanation for bargaining outcomes that are inefficient and unequal.
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While Abreu and Gul (2000) focus on a specific bargaining environment, they show that

their equilibrium predictions are independent of key features of the bargaining protocol. More-

over, their model has become a benchmark for thinking about bargaining problems with asym-

metric information, and the insights from their analysis have been applied to study many other

features of bargaining behavior (Damiano et al., 2012; Fanning, 2016, 2018), as well as a broad

range of other topics including political competition (Baron, 2003), banking (Povel, 2005) auc-

tions (Kwiek, 2011), and search markets (Atakan and Ekmekci, 2014; Özyurt, 2015).

Given the wide-ranging influence of the Abreu and Gul (2000) model, Embrey et al. (2015)

develop an experiment to test the model’s key predictions. In their design, paired subjects first

simultaneously propose how to divide a fixed pie and, if initial demands are not compatible,

enter a second-stage continuous time concession game. This symmetric bargaining protocol has

the advantage that neither partner has a first-mover advantage, and that there is a natural

trade-off between a 50:50 norm (splitting the pie equally) and mimicking an irrational type. To

induce uncertainty about types, subjects can be randomly matched with computers who are

coded to demand a fixed bargaining position and never concede. Subjects know the strategy

followed by computers, as well as the likelihood of a computer match, but never know whether

they have been paired with a computer or a human subject. The key predictions of Abreu and

Gul (2000) apply: in equilibrium, subjects should mimic the computer types in the first stage,

generating a war of attrition that leads to costly delays in the second stage.

Embrey et al. (2015) conduct the experiment with a control condition, where there are no

induced types, and five different treatments that vary the domain of demands in the first stage,

as well as the proportion and initial demands of the computer players. The gender of subjects

is never revealed in their experiment. Our control condition, where gender is also not revealed,

is analogous to their treatment U1 in which initial demands are unconstrained and there is a

single induced type that demands two-thirds of the pie. All other treatments in Embrey et al.

(2015) differ substantially from our control condition because there is always also an induced

type who demands the 50:50 split.

Overall, Embrey et al. (2015) find broad support for the theoretical predictions of the Abreu

and Gul (2000) model. For example, in their simplest treatment U1—which we adapt for our

design—they find that subjects demand two-thirds (mimicking the computer) a quarter of time,

compared to one tenth in a control condition without computer players. Moreover, delays are

significantly longer in all treatments with computer players relative to the control, and inducing

irrational types therefore generates significant inefficiencies. The findings in Embrey et al.

(2015) therefore suggest that inducing irrational types is effective at making the asymmetric

information problem salient to subjects.

The qualitative patterns in our control condition are similar to those in Embrey et al. (2015),

but with less variation in initial demands. While the majority of subjects in their treatment U1
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demand either an equal split or mimic the inducted type, there is still considerable heterogeneity.

By contrast, more than 80% of the subjects in our experiment either demand an equal split or

mimic the induced type. The pattern of initial demands we see in our data is therefore even more

in line with the equilibrium predictions of the Abreu and Gul (2000) framework, suggesting that

many subjects in our experiment understand the asymmetric information bargaining problem.

It is not possible for us to identify why the behavior of subjects in our experiment follows

theoretical predictions more closely than in Embrey et al. (2015), but there are differences in

both the cultural context and the implementation of the design. First, our experiment was

conducted in Magdeburg (Germany), while Embrey et al. (2015) conducted their experiment

in New York City (USA). A literature following Roth et al. (1991), has shown that cultural

context matters for bargaining behavior. While Roth et al. (1991) consider a series of ultimatum

games, cultural context is also likely to matter in the Abreu and Gul (2000) framework, where

behavior depends on a trade-off between fairness norms and strategic postures—as well as the

credibility of signals—which may differ in Germany and the USA. Second, Embrey et al. (2015)

generate uncertainty about types by randomly matching subjects with computer players who

follow a fixed strategy, while we depart from their design by randomly constraining (human)

subjects to follow a fixed strategy, an approach that has also been used in other experimental

settings (e.g., Frechette et al., 2003). Constraining human subjects to play the role of irrational

types is important for our gender-revelation treatment, where subjects are made aware of their

partners gender. However, there is also evidence that subjects behave differently when they

know that they can be matched with a computer player (Farjam, 2019). Given these differences

in the cultural context and design, the broad consistency of our findings suggests that the

main conclusions in Embrey et al. (2015)—that the behavior of many subjects is in line with

equilibrium predictions—does replicate, but with some variation in the distribution over initial

demands.

Gender differences in posturing behavior is not a focus of Embrey et al. (2015)’s study, but

they do collect data on gender for two out of five sessions in each of their treatment conditions.

For their treatment U1, they collect information on gender for two sessions with 16 subjects,

each of whom played the game 15 times (with random re-matching between rounds). This

does not provide enough independent observations for a robust statistical analysis of gender

differences in posturing behavior, especially given the greater variation in initial demands.

However, qualitatively, the data from the two sessions with information on gender in treatment

U1 are consistent with the findings we report for our control condition in Section 5. In particular,

in Embrey et al. (2015)’s study, female subjects demand an equal split more often than male

subjects (33% of the time vs. 20% of the time), and male subjects mimic the induced type

more often than female subjects (45% of the time vs. 15% of the time).

We build on the design in Embrey et al. (2015) to study gender differences in posturing
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behavior for the Abreu and Gul (2000) framework. To address our main research questions, we

adapt their treatment (U1) in two alternative conditions, which differ in terms of whether gender

is revealed (treatment) or not (control). The control allows us to identify gender differences

when subjects are not able to condition strategic behavior on their partner’s gender, while

comparing the control with the treatment shows how these gender differences are mitigated or

exacerbated when subjects can condition bargaining strategies on gender.

Our findings contribute to a growing literature on gender differences in bargaining. Em-

pirical studies provide some evidence that men are more aggressive—and more successful—in

wage and price negotiations, but the findings are context-dependent. For instance, Babcock

and Laschever (2009) find that 57% of male graduate business students negotiate their start-

ing salaries compared to 7% of women, and that male starting salaries are 7.6% higher. In

the market for new cars—where price negotiation is not unusual—Ayres and Siegelman (1995)

find men pay lower prices based on data from tester audits. However, Goldberg (1996) finds

no gender difference in prices paid for new cars using consumer expenditure survey data, and

Harless and Hoffer (2002) also find no gender difference using transaction price data. In the

housing market, Harding et al. (2003) find some evidence that women have less bargaining

power, but evidence on gender differences in bargaining skills using data from real estate agents

is inconclusive (Seagraves and Gallimore, 2013).

The challenge of empirically isolating bargaining behavior has also motivated an exper-

imental literature. Eckel and Grossman (2001) and Solnick (2001) study differences in the

bargaining behavior of men and women in an ultimatum game. Both studies find that men and

women make similar offers as the proposer, but that offers to male responders are higher than

offers to female responders. Eckel and Grossman (2001) find that women accept lower offers,

while Solnick (2001) find the opposite. As a result, Eckel and Grossman (2001) find women

receive higher earnings, whereas Solnick (2001) find that men earn more.4

In our framework, we find that men demand more than women when gender is not revealed,

but that these gender differences disappear with gender-revelation. The influence of revealing

gender has also been observed in other bargaining problems. For instance, in ultimatum games,

Eckel and Grossman (2001) find that a given offer is more likely to be accepted when it is known

to come from a women, a finding they relate to chivalry, and that female-female pairs almost

always end with accepted offers, a finding they interpret as solidarity; in an alternating-offer

wage bargaining experiment, Dittrich et al. (2014) find that male employers pay lower wages to

female employees than female employers pay to male employees; in a two-stage power-to-take

4There are several differences in the experimental designs: (i) while Solnick (2001) consider one-shot games,
the game in Eckel and Grossman (2001) is repeated allowing for learning in later rounds; (ii) Solnick (2001)
uses the strategy method for responders, which Eckel and Grossman (2001) argue may lead to more rejections
because subjects fail to fully understand the simultaneous nature of the game; and (iii) Eckel and Grossman
(2001) study face-to-face interactions, while Solnick (2001) uses first names to reveal gender.
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game, Sutter et al. (2009) find that subjects take more in the first stage and destroy more

in the second stage in same-gender pairs than in mixed-gender pairs; and, using data from a

Spanish TV show with bilateral bargaining situations, Hernandez-Arenaz and Iriberri (2018)

find women ask for a lower share of a monetary amount against men than against other women.

The novelty in our findings for delays is that the effect of partner’s gender primarily arises

when the partner has adopted a strategic posture. In particular, we find that male-male pairs

experience higher delays than other gender-pairs, suggestive of a rivalry between men. However,

this gender effect is only present when one of the partners has mimicked the induced type, and

therefore appears related to the way that subjects respond to strategic postures. This strategic

dimension of the gender effect can be rationalized when subjects have different expectations

about the willingness of men and women to feign commitment. Based on the previous literature,

such priors could reflect a gender stereotype that women are less aggressive than men (see,

e.g. Kray and Thompson, 2004; Bowles, 2014). For instance, in a survey of dictator and

ultimatum games, Eckel et al. (2008) find that—while there are gender difference in behavior—

these differences are small compared to the difference in what men and women are expected to

do, suggesting that stereotypes can have a significant impact on negotiations.

Alternatively, different expectations about men and women could also be rationalized by

intrinsic gender differences, consistent with the gender differences we observe in our control

condition. Such gender differences could reflect a variety of characteristics (e.g., selfishness

(Eckel and Grossman, 1998), willingness to deceive (Dreber and Johannesson, 2008), or com-

petitiveness (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007)), which have been documented to differ for men

and women in the prior literature.5 As such, the treatment effect for delays we observe in our

setting are consistent with a form of statistical discrimination, whereby subjects make infer-

ences about their partner’s strategic intent (which is unobservable) from their partner’s gender

(which is observable in our treatment).6

5In a review of the literature, Niederle (2014) argues for a more nuanced view regarding gender differences
in behavior. In particular, while results on gender differences in competition seem robust, the findings that
women are more altruistic seem sensitive to details of the experimental designs. Overall, while the literature
has found systematic gender differences in behavior, it is not clear if these reflect fundamental differences in
intrinsic characteristics, or context-dependent responses to decision-making problems.

6There is evidence from the prior literature that statistical discrimination is relevant in bargaining envi-
ronments. For instance, in a field experiment on the taxi market in Peru, Castillo et al. (2013) find women
are quoted lower prices than men—indicating that men are seen as having higher valuations—but this gender
difference disappears when people can send a signal of valuation before arranging a fare, indicating that the
initial gender difference is due to statistical discrimination.
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3 Experimental design

The experiment consists of two parts and employs a between subject design. Part 1 sets up the

gender-revelation; part 2 is a bilateral bargaining problem. There are two conditions that differ

in whether partner’s gender is revealed (treatment) or not (control). We first give an overview

of the experimental design, and then discuss the gender-revelation in more detail. Instructions

and screenshots, translated from German, are provided in Appendix A.2.

In each experimental session, 16 subjects are randomly assigned to separate booths and

given a sealed envelope. The instructions for part 1 are then read aloud. Subjects are asked

to open their envelopes to find a unique pseudonym on a slip of paper. The pseudonym takes

the form “player [City]” where city is the capital of a European country (e.g., Amsterdam,

Copenhagen, or Oslo). In the control, subjects are asked to type the pseudonym into a box on

their computer screens. In the treatment, subjects are asked to put on headsets and say the

pseudonym into a microphone to record it as an audio file. Once part 1 of the experiment is

concluded, the instructions to part 2 are handed out and read aloud.

Part 2 of the experiment has 15 rounds. In each round, subjects are paired using perfect

stranger matching, and the pairs engage in a two-stage bilateral bargaining game. Before

stage 1, the pseudonym of the partners is revealed. In the control, subjects see a screen for 15

seconds on which the pseudonym is displayed (not revealing gender). In the treatment, subjects

see a blank screen and hear the pseudonym via the recording from part 1 (revealing gender).

Gender-revelation is the only difference between the two conditions.

In the first stage of the bargaining game, subjects simultaneously demand a share out of

30 points for themselves. If the sum of the two demands is less than or equal to 30, then the

demands are compatible and the round ends. Subjects then receive their demands, with any

remaining points split equally. If the sum of the two demands exceeds 30, then the demands

are not compatible and the pair proceeds to the second stage.

The second stage is a continuous-time concession game. Each second t the demanded share

from the first stage is discounted by exp(−0.001t). Either subject can end the game at anytime

by pressing a concession button. The partner who does not concede receives their discounted

demand. The partner who concedes receives the amount left over, i.e., the total points after

discounting and subtracting the discounted demand of the non-conceding partner. To aid the

bargaining pairs in the second stage, a 2 × 2 matrix displays both the subject’s and their

partner’s payoffs, discounted in real-time, for the scenario where the subject concedes and the

scenario where the partner concedes. When the second stage of the experiment is concluded,

each subject is shown their payoff from the round and is then randomly assigned a new partner.

Once all 15 rounds are complete, subjects receive their payoffs. As in Embrey et al. (2015),

we use the lottery method to induce risk neutrality (Roth and Malouf, 1979). Specifically,
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the payoffs are provided as the outcome of a lottery in which the probability of winning 20

euros is determined by the points subjects received in each round. An additional show up fee

of 10 euros is paid to all subjects. Inducing risk neutrality has the advantage that we can

interpret our results in terms of gender differences in the willingness to engage and commit

to strategic postures, free from the confounds of differences in risk attitudes. This feature is

important because the literature has found gender differences in risk attitudes, and this could

affect bargaining behavior in a design with monetary payoffs (Croson and Gneezy, 2009).7

In the experiment, subjects can be one of two types, spade or diamond. Subjects are

informed of their type at the start of part 2, but never learn the type of any of their partners.

Types are fixed throughout the 15 rounds. Diamonds are free to play the game as they wish.

Spades are our induced types, who are constrained to follow a fixed strategy: they demand 20 in

the first stage and cannot concede in the second stage. Out of the 16 subjects, 14 are diamonds

and 2 are spades. While the type is private information, all subjects are informed about what

each type is required to do and the proportion of each type in the session.

Gender-revelation. An important aspect of our design is that subjects in the treatment

condition receive a signal that conveys information about their partner’s gender. The most

direct way to reveal gender would be to tell subjects their partner’s gender explicitly. However,

this approach could induce experimenter demand effects, which may be especially pronounced

in our setting because subjects are matched 15 times and being informed about their partner’s

gender each time may then affect behavior. One could also provide subjects with the first name

of the partner, but this provides information to the subjects that is commonly kept confidential

for reasons of anonymity.

An alternative approach used by Coffman (2014) provides subjects with pictures of their

partners. However, Bordalo et al. (2019) point out that pictures potentially reveal other at-

tributes such as age, race, or attractiveness, which Eckel and Grossman (2001) show can also

affect bargaining behavior. Bordalo et al. (2019) therefore reveal gender by giving subjects a

brief opportunity to hear their partner’s voice. While there is no perfect signal of gender that

conveys no other information at all, hearing the voice arguably reveals gender without much

else. We implement this approach using the brief recording of pseudonyms. We are cognizant

that hearing the voice of the partner may also reveal additional information and, like Bordalo

et al. (2019), we therefore limit the gender-revelation to a short voice-snippet, which is long

enough to infer gender but makes it difficult to infer confounds such as “friendliness”.8 In a

7There is some evidence from psychology and economics that women are more risk-averse than men (see,
e.g., Byrnes et al., 1999), but results are mixed. In particular, whether there are gender differences can depend
on the risk elicitation method used (see, e.g., Niederle, 2014), and may also depend on the context (see, e.g.,
Pondorfer et al., 2016).

8Bordalo et al. (2019) use an attendance check where subjects say the word “here” to reveal gender. We use
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post-experiment questionnaire subjects were asked how often they recognized the gender of the

partner, and 91.67% of subjects reported recognizing gender in at least 14 out of 15 rounds.

4 Data

In this section, we first provide an overview of the experimental sessions. We then describe the

dependent variables in our analysis, followed by the main independent variables.

4.1 Overview of experimental sessions

The experiment was conducted at the MaxLab in Magdeburg (Germany), and was coded using

z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). Recruitment was carried out using hroot (Bock et al., 2014). In

total, 160 subjects participated in 10 sessions—4 sessions were randomly chosen to be control

sessions and 6 treatment sessions—and each subject played 15 rounds in their session, resulting

in total of 2400 observations. In every round, two subjects were randomly selected to be induced

types. Although each session could accommodate a maximum of 16 subjects, we invited 20

subjects to compensate for no-shows.

There were 64 (35 male and 29 female) subjects in the control condition, and 96 (48 male

and 48 female) were in the treatment. To promote gender-balance, an equal number of female

and male subjects were invited to each session. Three sessions achieved gender-balance (2 in

the treatment and 1 in the control), while the percentage of male participants in the remaining

sessions ranged from 43.75% to 62.5%.9 Since subjects were randomly assigned to the role of

induced type, it was not possible to achieve an equal number of male and female induced types

in each session. In particular, we had two sessions in which both induced types were female

(one control and one treatment), two sessions in which both were male (one control and one

treatment), and six sessions in which one induced type was male and the other was female.

We also collected data on major and age using a post-experiment survey. Based on the

survey, approximately 24% of subjects were economics or business majors. The age range was

between 19–35 years old, with a median age of 24. Average earnings from the experiment were

e17.88, and the average session time was ≈ 90 minutes.

4.2 Dependent variables

In stage 1 of each round, subjects simultaneously demand a share of the points. We use the

demand data from stage 1 to look at how the propensity for strategic posturing is related to

the pseudonym because we have rematching of subjects over 15 rounds.
9In Appendix A.1.1, we show that our regression results in Section 6 are robust to controlling for whether

the session is gender-balanced or not.
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gender and the gender-revelation treatment. First stage behavior is the outcome of a rela-

tively straightforward simultaneous decision by subjects—whether to adopt a fair or strategic

posture—and we therefore analyze the stage 1 data at an individual level.

Our main research questions are concerned with how gender and gender-revelation impact

posturing behavior, and are therefore only concerned with data from stage 1. However, bar-

gaining delays—which generate inefficiency—are an important and interesting prediction of the

Abreu and Gul (2000) model, which is directly related to the two-sided asymmetric information

problem. We therefore also use data from stage 2, where subjects face a continuous-time con-

cession game, to look at how bargaining delays are related to gender and the gender-revelation

treatment. Since a single delay is observed for each pair in each round, we analyze the stage 2

delay data at a pair-level.

For all analysis, we drop the observations from induced types. That means, for individual-

level data (demands in stage 1) we drop observations from induced types; for paired-level data

(delays in stage 2), we drop observations from pairs where either partner is an induced type.

Stage 1: posturing behavior. Our first set of dependent variables measures posturing

behavior in stage 1 in terms of the demands of the subjects. Figure 1 shows the histogram of

demands in the control and treatment (sample size = 2100, see Table 1 for details).

Figure 1: Histogram of demands in stage 1 in control and treatment
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While there are some deviations, the vast majority of demands (more than 80% in both

the control and treatment) are either 15 or 20. Instead of analyzing the demand directly as a

continuous variable, we focus on whether a subject demands 15 or 20 by coding three binary
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variables: demand15ir , which takes value 1 if subject i demanded 15 in round r and 0 otherwise;

demand20ir , which takes value 1 if subject i demanded 20 in round r and 0 otherwise; and

demandotherir , which takes value 1 if subject i made a demand other than 15 or 20 in round r.

A subject demanding 15 is proposing a 50-50 split, and is therefore adopting a fair posture;

a subject demanding 20 is adopting a strategic posture, which mimics the induced type. For

the analysis of posturing behavior in Sections 5 and 6, we focus on demands of 15 and 20

because of their direct economic interpretation.10 Alternatively, one could also consider the

initial demands directly as a continuous dependent variable. However, while an increase in the

initial demand from 20 to 21 represents a more aggressive demand in principle, it also represents

a departure from the behavior of the induced type and is therefore a potential deviation from

the equilibrium prediction. As such, marginal effects for such a demand are difficult to interpret,

and we prefer to focus on the binary variables demand15 and demand20, which constitute the

vast majority of our observations and have clearer economic interpretations.

Stage 2: bargaining delays. We focus our analysis of stage 2 on the delays that arise for

bargaining pairs who do not reach agreement in stage 1. When subjects i and j are matched

in a round, they form a pair ij. If the pair ij do not reach agreement in stage 1 (i.e., the

sum of initial demands for i and j exceeds 30), they enter stage 2 and we observe Delayij,

which measures the time it takes in seconds until one of the subjects concedes. All pairs in our

data reached agreement in stage 2. Figure 2 shows the histogram of delays in the control and

treatment (sample size = 627 observations, see Table 3 for details).

10In Appendix A.1.3, we also provide results from a multinomial regression with demand of 15, demand of
20, and demand other than 15 or 20 as three categories.
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Figure 2: Histogram of delays in stage 2 in control and treatment
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Analyzing second stage behavior is more complex because subjects engage in a continuous-

time bargaining process in which they continuously decide whether to concede or not based on

what they and their partner demanded in stage 1, while updating beliefs about whether their

partner will concede first. While the variable Delayij does not capture the full spectrum of

second stage behavior, it provides a simple measure of two important feature of the bargaining

environment. First, bargaining delay is a key measure of the inefficiency generated by the

bargaining process in the Abreu and Gul (2000) setting. Second, delays provide a simple

measure of a subject’s success with a strategic posture: if the signal of being an induced type is

credible, it is optimal for the partner to concede to avoid further delay. Therefore, if a demand

of 20 is a credible signal, we would expect to observe shorter delays in pairs where one of the

partners adopted a strategic posture in stage 1 than in pairs where neither partner adopted the

strategic posture. We therefore also analyze two subsamples: (i) the 527 pairs where at least

one of the subjects adopted the strategic posture in stage 1, and (ii) the remaining 100 pairs

where neither partner adopted the strategic posture in stage 1.11

11Subsample (i) could be further divided into pairs where (ia) exactly one subject demands 20, or (ib) both
subjects demand 20. In Appendix A.1.4, we show that the distribution of delays is essentially the same for (ia)
and (ib), and we merge these categories in order to increase the power for the statistical analysis. Subsample
(ii) necessarily contains only pairs where at least one partner demands something other than 15 or 20 (since
neither demand 20 and the pair does not reach stage 2 if both demand 15). While demands of 20 and 15 have
natural interpretations as strategic or fair postures, it is more difficult to rationalize demands other than 15 or
20, and we look at subsample (ii) only for comparison.
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4.3 Independent variables

While there are systematic patterns in the aggregate demand and delay data, there is also

considerable variation. Our aim is to identify whether some of this variation can be explained

by systematic difference across genders and/or differences across the control and treatment.

For individual-level data in stage 1, treatmenti is a treatment dummy that takes value

1 if subject i is in the treatment condition and 0 otherwise. For the paired-data in stage 2,

Treatmentij is a treatment dummy that takes value 1 if the pair ij is in the treatment condition

and 0 otherwise.

We use gender dummies to examine if there are differences by subgroup defined on the basis

of a subject’s gender. For individual-level data, femalei is a gender dummy that takes value

1 if subject i is female and 0 otherwise. For pair-level data, Maleij is a gender composition

dummy that takes value 1 if subjects i and j are both female, and 0 otherwise; Femaleij is

a dummy variable taking value 1 if subjects i and j are both female, and 0 otherwise; and

Mixedij is a dummy taking value 1 if one of the subjects in pair ij is male and the other is

female, and 0 otherwise. The gender-composition dummies are perfectly collinear, and we treat

Maleij as the omitted variable for the regression analysis in Section 6.

5 Results

This section presents the main results using descriptive analysis, with the corresponding regres-

sion analyses presented in Section 6.

5.1 Posturing behavior

We start by looking at the demands in stage 1 focusing on the proportion of fair postures

(demand15) and strategic postures (demand20), broken down by gender (male or female) and

condition (control or treatment).12 Table 1 summarizes the stage 1 data.

12In the treatment, a subject’s demand in stage 1 could also depend on their partner’s gender. To assess
whether there are partner-gender effects in the treatment condition, we also estimate a probit regression for
demand15 (respectively, demand20) on femalei, femalej , and femalei ∗ femalej , where femalei is the gender
dummy of the subject and femalej is the gender dummy of the subject’s partner. We do not find that partner’s
gender has a meaningful impact on a subject’s demand and therefore defer these regression results to Appendix
A.1.2.
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Table 1: Demands in stage 1

Panel A: Control

(1) (2) (3)
Male Female Total

Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs
(1) Demand 15 33.548 47.267 156 52.000 50.027 195 351
(2) Demand 20 51.828 50.020 241 28.533 45.218 107 348
(3) Demand Other 14.624 35.372 68 19.467 39.647 73 141
(4) No. of Control Obs. 465 375 840

Panel B: Treatment

(1) (2) (3)
Male Female Total

Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs
(5) Demand 15 49.524 50.037 312 39.841 48.996 251 563
(6) Demand 20 31.429 46.460 198 37.619 48.481 237 435
(7) Demand Other 19.048 39.299 120 22.540 41.818 142 262
(8) No. of Treatment Obs. 630 630 1260

(9) Total 1095 1005 2100

For the control, Panel A provides the number of observations for demand of 15 (Row 1),

demand of 20 (Row 2), and demand other than 15 or 20 (Row 3), first for male subjects

(Column 1) and then for female subjects (Column 2). Each cell also provides the proportion

(i.e., relative frequency in % that the demand dummy takes value 1), along with the standard

deviation. Panel B provides the analogous summary statistics for the treatment.

We perform two sets of hypotheses tests for the fair and strategic postures. First, to

assess whether there is a gender gap in the control (respectively, treatment), we test the null

hypothesis that the proportion of fair and strategic postures for male and female subjects is

equal in the control (respectively, treatment). Second, to assess whether there is a treatment

effect for male (respectively, female) subjects, we test the null hypothesis that the proportion

of fair and strategic postures for male (respectively, female) subjects is equal in the control and

treatment.
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Figure 3: Demands in stage 1
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(a) Demand 15
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(b) Demand 20

Note: Subfigure (a) displays the percentage of subjects demanding 15 in stage 1 by gender (male or female)
and condition (control or treatment). Subfigure (b) displays the percentage of subjects demanding 20 in
stage 1 by gender (male or female) and condition (control or treatment). Conditional means are based
on the observations summarized in Table 1, rounded to the nearest integer. Top horizontal bars show
p-values for a t-test of the null hypothesis that the means are equal.

Figure 3 summarizes the information from Table 1 by illustrating the proportion of the fair

and strategic posture. Figure 3(a) shows the proportion of demand15 for both genders in the

control condition (first two bars) and treatment condition (last two bars), while Figure 3(b)

shows the proportion of demand20 in the control and treatment conditions. We also provide

p-values for the two-sided t-tests of the null hypothesis that the corresponding proportions are

equal. The test statistics are computed from the proportions, number of observations, and

standard deviations in Table 1.

Gender gap in the control. The first two bars in Figure 3(a) and corresponding p-values

show that there is a significant gender gap for the proportion of demand15 in the control

condition: female subjects adopt the fair posture 52% of the time, while male subjects adopt

the fair posture only 34% of the time. The first two bars in Figure 3(b) show that, for demand

of 20, the gender gap goes in the opposite direction: in the control, male subjects adopt the

strategic posture 52% of the time while female subjects do so only 29% of the time.

Treatment effects. For male subjects, we see a significant treatment effect for demand of

20: while male subjects adopt a strategic posture 52% of the time in the control, they do so

only 31% of the time in the treatment. Male subjects also demand 15 less often in the control

(34%) than in the treatment (50%), indicating that male subjects are less aggressive in pursuing

their self-interests when gender is revealed. For female subjects, we see the opposite pattern:
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while female subjects adopt the strategic posture only 29% of the time in the control, they do

so more often in the treatment (38% of the time). Female subjects also adopt the fair posture

more often in the control (50%) than in the treatment (40%). As a result, the significant gender

gaps we observe for fair and strategic postures in the control condition reverse when gender is

revealed: in the treatment condition, female subjects demand 15 less often than male subjects

(40% vs. 50%), and demand 20 more often than male subjects (38% vs. 31%).

For the tests in Figure 3, all of these treatment effects are significant, but only the statistical

significance of the treatment effect for male subjects demanding 20 is robust when we cluster

standard errors at the session level (see Section 6). However, the regression analysis shows a

significant, and large treatment effect on the gender gaps for demand of 15 and demand of

20. Female subjects adopt the fair posture significantly more often than male subjects in the

control, but this gender gap disappears in the treatment. On the other hand, male subjects

adopt the strategic posture significantly more often than female subjects in the control, but

this gender gap also disappears in the treatment.

Learning. Finally, we also look at the patterns of fair and strategic postures round-by-round

in the control and treatment conditions. We do not have enough data for individual rounds

to identify statistically significant differences in a round-by-round analysis, but the average

behavior in the rounds indicates some patterns that are suggestive of potential learning dy-

namics. Figure 4 illustrates the relative frequencies for the fair and strategic posture by male

and female subjects for each round in the control. Figure 4(a) shows that, while the relative

frequency of demands fluctuates slightly over the rounds, female subjects consistently demand

15 more often than male subjects in the control, while Figure 4(b) shows that male subjects

consistently demand 20 more often.

However, in the treatment we do see some indication that the experience subjects gain

over initial rounds impacts behavior. Figure 5(a) illustrates the mean demand of 15 for male

and female subjects in the treatment round-by-round. We see that male subjects generally

adopt the fair posture more often than female subjects, but a gap only emerges after the first

10 rounds. Figure 5(b) illustrates a similar pattern for the strategic posture: female subjects

generally demand 20 more often than male subjects, but a gap only emerges after subjects gain

experience.13

13With limited data in individual rounds, the confidence intervals for Figure 4 overlap in most rounds, both
in control and treatment, and so the patterns are not indicating statistically significant differences in the round-
by-round analysis. However, in Appendix A.1.5, we aggregate rounds into groups of five (first five, middle five,
and last five rounds) to increase the number of observations in each of the categories. When doing so, we find
statistically significant patterns that are in line with our discussion of Figure 4. In particular, the gender gaps
are significantly different in the control in all 3 categories, whereas in the treatment the differences only becomes
significant in the last five rounds.
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Figure 4: Round-by-round demands in control
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(a) Demand 15 in control
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(b) Demand 20 in control

Note: Subfigure (a) displays the percentage of observations with demand of 15 by male and female subjects
in each round of the control. Subfigure (b) displays the percentage of observations with demand of 20
by male and female subjects in each round of the control. Average over all periods for male and female
subjects are provided for comparison.

Figure 5: Round-by-round demands in treatment
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(a) Demand 15 in treatment
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(b) Demand 20 in treatment

Note: Subfigure (a) displays the percentage of observations with demand of 15 by male and female subjects
in each round of the treatment. Subfigure (b) displays the percentage of observations with demand of 20
by male and female subjects in each round of the treatment. Average over all periods for male and female
subjects are provided for comparison.

Discussion of posturing behavior. In our control, gender is not revealed, and subjects

therefore cannot condition strategic bargaining behavior on their partner’s gender. In this con-

trol condition, we find significant gender effects for strategic posturing with male subjects being

more likely to adopt a strategic posture than female subjects, while female subjects are more

likely to adopt a fair posture. We therefore find a clear answer to our first research question:
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there are significant gender differences in the Abreu and Gul (2000) bargaining framework.

Since, in the control, subjects cannot condition behavior on their partner’s gender, the

gender differences could reflect characteristics such as selfishness, willingness to deceive, or

competitiveness, which have been found to vary by gender in the previous literature (see, e.g.,

Eckel and Grossman, 1998; Dreber and Johannesson, 2008; Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007).

However, outside the laboratory, bargaining parties are generally aware of their partner’s gender,

which may alter the strategic environment.

In the treatment, subjects can condition bargaining behavior on their partner’s gender.

We find that this change in the strategic environment has a significant impact on bargaining

behavior. The gender gap we observe in the control condition reverses in the treatment, where

male subjects are more likely than female subjects to adopt a fair posture and less likely to adopt

a strategic posture. The answer to our second research question is therefore also clear: gender-

revelation has a significant impact on posturing behavior, eliminating the significant gender

differences observed in the control where subjects cannot condition bargaining strategies on

their partner’s gender.

All subjects (across all our treatment sessions) encounter both male and female partners in

the first 10 rounds and, in the treatment condition, therefore learn how the behavior of subjects

is related to gender. While we have insufficient data for statistical inference in individual rounds,

we do observe average general patters that are suggestive of gender-related learning effects as

subjects gain experience with the bargaining behaviors of male and female opponents.

Agreement. The posturing behavior in stage 1 determines the chances of reaching an agree-

ment, and Table 2 shows the frequency with which pairs reach agreement in stage 1, thereby

avoiding the inefficiency of bargaining delays.

Table 2: Agreements in stage 1

Percentage of Agreements in Stage 1

Pairs Male Female Mixed Total

Mean Obs. Mean Obs. Mean Obs.
Control 18.095 105 28.788 66 32.642 193 364
Treatment 43.077 130 32.308 130 29.371 286 546

Total 235 196 479 910

From the first row, we see that male-male pairs have the lowest agreement rate in the

control, where male subjects more often adopt the strategic posture and female subjects more

often adopt the fair posture. On the other hand, the second row shows that in the treatment

condition, where the gender gap is reversed, male-male pairs reach agreement more often than

either mixed or female-female pairs.
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5.2 Bargaining delays

In the Abreu and Gul (2000) setting, two-sided asymmetric information generates inefficient

equilibrium delays. We use second stage data to analyze how bargaining delays in our experi-

ment are related to the gender-composition of the pair.

Table 3 summarizes the delay data from stage 2, broken down by gender-composition of

the pair (male-male, male-female, or female-female) and condition (control or treatment).

Table 3: Delay in stage 2

Panel A: Delays

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Delay (secs) Male Female Mixed Total

Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs
(1) Control 29.709 52.728 86 30.532 50.099 47 32.254 104.710 130 263
(2) Treatment 60.662 95.854 74 22.852 74.728 88 33.822 97.947 202 364
Total 160 135 627

Panel B: Delay with Demands

Delay (secs) (1) (2) (3) (4)
-w demand 20 Male Female Mixed Total

Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs
(3) Control 30.630 54.163 81 26.594 38.940 32.000 34.931 110.524 116 229
(4) Treatment 67.123 100.228 65 24.155 81.595 71.000 24.488 52.063 162 298
Total 146 103 278 527
Delay (secs) (1) (2) (3) (4)
-w no demand 20 Male Female Mixed Total

Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs Mean Std Obs
(5) Control 14.800 10.640 5 38.933 69.126 15 10.071 11.926 14 34
(6) Treatment 14.000 26.206 9 17.412 34.612 17 71.625 190.858 40 66
Total 14 32 54 100

Panel A provides the number of observations, average delays, and standard deviations for

each of the gender-pairings in the control condition (Row 1) and the treatment condition (Row

2). Panel B provides the same summary statistics but for two subsamples, depending on the

posturing behavior in stage 1. Rows 3 and 4 provide the number of observations, average delays,

and standard deviations for each of the gender-pairings where at least one partner demanded

20 in stage 1. Rows 5 and 6 provide the number of observations, average delays, and standard

deviations for each of the gender-pairings where neither partner demanded 20 in stage 1.

We perform hypotheses tests to assess whether the mean delay depends on the gender-

composition of the pair, first in the control and then in the treatment. The null hypothesis for

each test is that the conditional means are equal. We also test for treatment effects, where the

null hypothesis is that the average delay for male-male (respectively, male-female or female-

female) pairs is equal in the control and treatment.14

14We also present p-values for treatment effects by gender-composition. The null hypothesis for these tests is
that the conditional mean delay for male-male (respectively, male-female or female-female pairs) in the control
and treatment are equal. None of these treatment effects is significant.
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Figure 6: Delays in stage 2
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Note: Average delays in stage 2 by gender composition of the pairs (MM = male-male, MF = mixed-
gender, and FF = female-female). Left three bars display average delays in the control. Right three bars
display average delays in the treatment. Conditional means are based on the observations summarized in
Panel A of Table 3, rounded to the nearest integer. Top horizontal bars show p-values for a t-test of the
null hypothesis that the means are equal.

For the control and treatment, Figure 6 illustrates the average delays for male-male pairs

(MM), mixed-gender pairs (MF), and female-female pairs (FF). The figure also provides p-

values for the two-sided t-tests of the null hypothesis that the corresponding conditional means

are equal. The test statistics are computed from the conditional means, number of observations,

and standard deviations in Table 3.

In the control, where subjects are not aware of their partner’s gender, the first three bars

show that there are no significant differences between the delays experienced by these three pair

compositions. However, in the treatment, where partner’s gender is revealed, the average delays

are affected by gender composition. In particular, average delays are considerably longer for

male-male pairs (61 seconds), than for pairs where one or both subjects are female (34 and 23

seconds, respectively). Therefore, the bargaining inefficiencies generated when male-male pairs

do not reach agreement in the first stage are significantly larger than for pairs where at least

one of the subjects is female, but only when the subjects are aware of their partner’s gender.

One potential reason for male-male pairs to experience longer delays in the treatment is

that mimicking an induced type may not provide a credible signal of commitment if—as we

observe in our stage 1 data for the control condition—male subjects are more likely to adopt

strategic postures than female subjects. If longer delays are related to the credibility of strategic

postures, we would expect to find that the difference in mean delays is more pronounced in

pairs where at least one of the subjects has adopted a strategic posture in stage 1, than in pairs

where neither partner mimicked the induced type.

In Figure 7, we therefore also look at the delays in the control and treatment when we
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distinguish between pairs in which neither subject adopted a strategic posture and pairs in

which at least one of the partners adopted a strategic posture. The conditional means and

p-values are based on the delay data summarized in Panel B of Table 3.

Figure 7(a) shows that, both in the control and treatment, there are no statistically signif-

icant differences between the delays for male-male, male-female and female-female pairs when

neither partner adopted a strategic posture in the first stage. Since there are relatively few

pairs who do not reach agreement in stage 1 when neither partner demanded 20, there are too

few observations to reach strong conclusions. However, if anything, male-male pairs experience

the shortest delays when neither partner is mimicking the induced type.

Figure 7(b) illustrates the delays for the subsample where at least one of the partners de-

manded 20 in stage 1. Again, we find no significant differences between male-male, male-female

and female-female pairs in the control. However, in the treatment condition, where subjects

can condition bargaining behavior on their partner’s gender, male-male pairs experience signif-

icantly longer delays: the average bargaining delay for male-male pairs is 67 seconds compared

to 24 seconds for both male-female and female-female pairs.

Figure 7: Delays in stage 2 conditional on posturing in stage 1
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(b) At least one demands 20

Note: Subfigure (a) displays the average delays in stage 2 by gender composition of the pairs when
neither subject demanded 20 in stage 1. Subfigure (b) displays the average delays in stage 2 by gender
composition of the pairs when at least one subject demanded 20 in stage 1. Conditional means are based
on the observations summarized in Panel B of Table 3, rounded to the nearest integer. Top horizontal
bars show p-values for a t-test of the null hypothesis that the means are equal.

Figure 7 therefore indicates that the significantly longer delays for male-male pairs in the

treatment arise only when at least one subject adopted a strategic posture.

Discussion of bargaining delays. Using paired data on delays in stage 2, we observe that

male-male pairs generate the greatest delays, but only in the treatment condition (where sub-

jects are aware of their partner’s gender) and only when at least one of the subjects in the pair
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adopted a strategic posture. This finding suggests that a strategic posture by a male subject

may not provide a credible signal of commitment, especially against another male opponent.

Male subjects who anticipate these behavioral responses in stage 2 or learn about them from

initial rounds, would have less incentive to adopt strategic posture in the treatment condition.

The gender differences we observe for delays, therefore, complement our main findings on

the effects of gender and gender-revelation in terms of posturing behavior in stage 1. How-

ever, we are cautious about over-interpreting the findings for delays because of the inherent

complexity of the dynamic decision problem in the second-stage of the bargaining game. In

particular, statistical inferences may suffer from problems of sample selection because enter-

ing the second-stage depends on the initial demands of the pair, which can be affected by the

gender composition. As Table 1 and Figure 3 show, male subjects are more likely to adopt

strategic postures in the control condition than female subjects, and this gender gap reverses in

the treatment. This posturing behavior affects our paired sample in stage 2: (i) in the control,

the proportion of male-male pairs is larger in stage 2 than in stage 1, while the proportion of

mixed and female-female pairs is lower, and (ii) in the treatment, the proportion of male-male

pairs is lower in stage 2 than in stage 1, while the proportion of mixed and female-female pairs

is higher. This sample selection could introduce a bias into estimates for stage 2 delays. In

the treatment, if male subjects anticipate longer delays when they enter stage 2 with a male

partner, they may choose not to adopt a strategic posture. This anticipation is an important

feature of the bargaining framework, which is consistent with our main findings for posturing

behavior in stage 1. However, in terms of the delay analysis we can not observe the counter-

factual. For instance, male subjects who avoided stage 2 may have correctly anticipated long

delays in response to a strategic posture (so that estimated delays for male-male pairs may be

downward biased). Alternatively, concerns about a drawn out delay could also have incentivized

earlier concession in stage 2 (so that estimates for delays by male-male pairs may be upward

biased). Given these potential sample selection problems, we do not interpret treatment effects

for delays, but rather report how delays are related to gender-composition in the treatment and

control conditions as suggestive evidence of a potential mechanism (anticipated delays) that is

consistent with our main findings on posturing behavior in stage 1.

Outcomes. Finally, Table 4 shows how gender differences in bargaining behavior across the

two stages affect total earnings of the subjects (in points).

The first row shows that, in the control, female subjects earn slightly less points than male

subjects (approximately 12.7 points vs. 13.4 points). In the treatment condition, on the other

hand, female subjects earn slightly more points (approximately 13.5 points vs. 12.9 points).
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Table 4: Points

Average Points

Individuals Male Female Total

Mean Obs. Mean Obs.
Control 13.416 403 12.742 325 728
Treatment 12.885 546 13.466 546 1092

Total 949 871 1820

6 Regression analysis

In this section, we conduct regression analyses to complement our findings in Section 5, starting

with individual demand data from stage 1 and then paired delay data from stage 2.

6.1 Posturing behavior

Table 5 provides the results of a regression analysis for the posturing behavior of subjects. The

dependent variable in Column 1 is demand15, which takes value 1 when a subject demands 15

and 0 otherwise. The dependent variable in Column 2 is demand20, which takes value 1 when

a subject demands 20 and 0 otherwise. We regress these dependent variables on the treatment

dummy (treatmenti) and gender dummy (malei; see Section 4.3), and the interaction of the

treatment and gender dummy.15 Since the dependent variables are binary, we estimate the

following probit regression specification:

demand15∗ir = 1 {α + βt ∗ treatmenti + βm ∗malei + βtm ∗ treatmenti ∗malei + εir ≥ 0} , (1)

where demand15∗ir is a latent index and demand15ir = 1 if demand15∗ir ≥ 0, εir is a random error

term with the cumulative distribution function Φ of the standard normal distribution, and xi

is the vector of independent variables. For statistical inference, we calculate robust standard

errors clustered at the session level, allowing for arbitrary correlation of errors across rounds

and subjects in a session.16

For both dependent variables—demand15 in Column 1 and demand20 in Column 2—Panel

A reports the estimated coefficients. Panel B reports the marginal effects corresponding to the

15In Appendix A.1.1, we show that the results reported in Table 5 are robust to including controls for subject’s
age and major, as well as a dummy variable controlling for whether the session is gender-balanced or not, and
dummies for rounds (aggregated in groups of five). Since these controls have no significant effects, we omit them
from the regression analysis to simplify the calculation and interpretation of marginal effects.

16Alternatively, we could also exploit the panel structure to estimate a panel probit regression with random
effects. For comparison, we provide the results from a random effects specification in Appendix A.1.1. We opt
for the pooled probit regression with robust clustering at the session level as our main specification because it
requires fewer assumption on the correlation of error terms and there is no ambiguity about the calculation of
marginal effects.
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Table 5: Demands in stage 1

(1) (2)
demand15

i demand20
i

Panel A Regression Coefficients Regression Coefficients
constant (α) -0.425∗∗∗ 0.0458

(0.115) (0.146)
[0.000] [0.754]

treatment (βt) 0.413 -0.530∗∗

(0.270) (0.210)
[0.127] [0.012]

female (βf) 0.475∗∗∗ -0.613∗∗∗

(0.0546) (0.164)
[0.000] [0.000]

treatment*female (βtf) -0.720∗∗∗ 0.781∗∗∗

(0.263) (0.259)
[0.006] [0.003]

Panel B Marginal Effects Marginal Effects
Gender gap in control 0.185∗∗∗ -0.233∗∗∗

(Φ(α + βf )− Φ(α)) (0.021) (0.062)
[0.000] [0.000]

Gender gap in treatment -0.097 0.062
(Φ(α + βt + βf + βtf )− Φ(α + βt)) (0.102) (0.073)

[0.342] [0.398]
Treatment effect for gender gap -0.281∗∗∗ 0.295∗∗∗

[Φ(α + βt + βf + βtf )− Φ(α + βt)] - [Φ(α + βf )− Φ(α)] (0.104) (0.096)
[0.007] [0.002]

Treatment effect for females -0.122 0.091
(Φ(α + βt + βf + βtf )− Φ(α + βf )) (0.077) (0.062)

[0.114] [0.144]
Treatment effect for males 0.160 -0.204∗∗

(Φ(α + βt)− Φ(α)) (0.106) (0.079)
[0.132] [0.010]

No. of Obs. 2100 2100

Note: Results from regression specification (1): probit regression of demand15 (Column 1) or demand20 (Column 2) on
treatment, female, and treatment ∗ female. Panel A provides regression coefficients; Panel B calculates marginal effects.
Standard errors (in brackets) are clustered at the session level. P-values [in square brackets] are for the null-hypothesis
that the coefficient/marginal effect is equal to 0. All numeric values are displayed up to 3 decimal places. Stars indicate
significance: ** p < 0.050, *** p < 0.010.
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results discussed in Section 5.1 (Figure 3). Robust standard errors clustered at the session level

are given in brackets. The p-values for the null hypothesis that the coefficient/marginal effect

is equal to 0 are given in square brackets.

We find a significant gender gap in the control condition: relative to a male subject, a

female subject is significantly more likely to demand 15 in the control, and significantly less

likely to demand 20. On the other hand, in terms of the estimated marginal effects, female

subjects are more likely to demand 20 in the treatment than male subjects, and less likely to

demand 15. While the gender gaps for posturing behavior in the treatment are not statistically

significant, the gender gaps in the treatment are significantly different from the gender gaps in

the control. In particular, the p-value on “treatment effect for gender gap” indicates that we

can reject the null hypothesis that the gender gap in the treatment is equal to the gender gap in

the control. The regression results are therefore broadly in line with our analysis in Section 5:

the gender-revelation treatment eliminates the significant gender gap observed in the control.

The estimated marginal treatment effects by gender are also in line with the qualitative

findings in Section 5.1, but only the treatment effect for male subjects adopting a strategic

posture is statistically significant: male subjects are significantly less likely to demand 20 in

the treatment than in the control.

6.2 Bargaining delays

Using data for stage 2, we next look at how delays depend on the gender-composition of the

pair. Column 1 in Table 6 reports the results of a linear regression for the continuous dependent

variable Delayij, which measures the time (in seconds) it took for one of the subjects i or j to

concede after the pair ij entered the second stage:

Delayij = α + βT∗Treatmentij + βM∗Mixedij + βF∗Femaleij + βTM∗Treatmentij∗Mixedij

+ βTF∗Treatmentij∗Femaleij + βTD∗TotalDemandij + εij, (2)

where Treatmentij is the treatment dummy; Mixedij and Femaleij are the gender-composition

dummies described in Section 4.3; TotalDemandij is a continuous variable to control for the

sum of the demands of each of the subjects in stage 1; and εij is a random error term. The

gender-composition dummy Maleij is the omitted variable. To assess how delays depend on

strategic posturing in stage 1, we also conduct the analogous regression for two subsamples.

Column 2 in Table 6 reports the results of an analogous regression specification but excluding

those 100 observations where neither partner in the pair ij demanded 20 in stage 1 (leaving

523 observations), while Column 3 reports the results for the subsample excluding those 523

observations observations where at least one of the subjects in pair ij demanded 20 in stage 1
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(leaving 100 observations).

For all three regressions (Column 1–3), Panel A reports the estimated regression coefficients,

and Panel B calculates the gender-composition effects in the treatment, and also contains for

comparison the relevant gender-composition effects in the control. Robust standard errors

clustered at the session level are reported in brackets. The p-values for the null hypothesis that

the coefficient/marginal effect is equal to 0 are given in square brackets.

From Column 1, the main finding is that male-male pairs experience significantly longer

delays than mixed-gender or female-female pairs, but only in the treatment where the gender

of the partners is revealed: relative to male-male pairs, the delays for mixed-gender and female-

female pairs are significantly shorter in the treatment, but not statistically different in the

control. The results are therefore in line with the qualitative findings we discuss in Section 5.2.

The results reported in Columns 2 and 3 suggest that the longer delays for male-male

pairs in the treatment are related to the way that male subjects respond when another male

subject adopts a strategic posture (mimicking an induced type by demanding 20 in stage 1).17

In particular, when we focus on pairs where at least one partner demanded 20 in stage 1,

Column 2 shows that the delays for male-male pairs in the treatment are even longer relative to

mixed-gender and female-female pairs. However, when we focus on pairs where neither partner

demanded 20 in stage 1, Column 3 indicates that there are no significant gender-composition

effects.18 The regression results for delays, where we include additional controls for demands

in stage 1 and cluster errors at the session level, are therefore also broadly in line with our

qualitative findings in Section 5.

7 Conclusion

An essential feature of many bargaining problems is that parties can often try to bluff about

their commitment to a specific bargaining outcome in order to induce concessions from their

opponent. We conduct an experiment to investigate gender differences in the willingness and

ability to bluff about one’s commitment, and the impact of these strategic postures on bargain-

ing delays.

Our design is based on Embrey et al.’s (2015) implementation of the bargaining with repu-

tation model in Abreu and Gul (2000), where irrational types are induced in the lab to generate

a bargaining problem with two-sided asymmetric information. Although the bargaining proto-

17Similar to the findings in Column 1, there are no significant gender-composition effects in the control for
the subsamples in Columns 2 and 3, which is anticipated as partner’s gender is unknown in the control.

18There are substantially fewer observations in Column 3 because when neither partner demands 20 the pair
often reaches agreement in stage 1 (e.g., when both demand 15). If anything, the point estimates suggest that
male-male pairs have shorter delays than mixed-gender pairs in the treatment when neither partner initially
demands 20, although the difference is not statistically significant.
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Table 6: Delays in stage 2

(1) (2) (3)
Delay Delay with demand of 20 Delay with demand not 20

Panel A Regression Coefficients Regression Coefficients Regression Coefficients
Constant -90.13∗∗∗ -96.76∗∗ -67.10
(α) (22.94) (34.51) (45.58)

[0.003] [0.021] [0.175]
Treatment 29.73∗∗ 35.82∗∗ -5.462
(βT ) (10.14) (11.03) (10.93)

[0.017] [0.010] [0.629]
Mixed 2.143 5.593 -15.18∗

(βM) (5.237) (5.132) (7.729)
[0.692] [0.304] [0.081]

Female -6.110 -8.143 13.30
(βF ) (8.667) (8.335) (16.16)

[0.499] [0.354] [0.432]
Treatment*Mixed -28.92∗∗∗ -46.14∗∗∗ 68.40∗

(βTM) (7.498) (11.68) (32.74)
[0.004] [0.003] [0.066]

Treatment*Female -33.06∗∗ -34.95∗∗ -13.59
(βTF ) (12.05) (13.45) (17.46)

[0.023] [0.029] [0.456]
TotalDemand 3.192∗∗∗ 3.389∗∗∗ 2.226
(βTD) (0.639) (0.975) (1.250)

[0.001] [0.007] [0.109]

Panel B Interaction Effects Interaction Effects Interaction Effects
Mixed pair effect in control 2.143 5.593 -15.181
(βM) (5.237) (5.132) (7.729)

[0.692] [0.304] [0.081]
Female pair effect in control -6.110 -8.143 13.302
(βF ) (8.667) (8.335) (16.160)

[0.499] [0.354] [0.432]
Mixed pair effect in treatment -26.774∗∗∗ -40.544∗∗∗ 53.217
(βM + βTM) (5.405) (10.466) (32.016)

[0.001] [0.004] [0.131]
Female pair effect in treatment -39.167∗∗∗ -43.089∗∗∗ -0.286
(βF + βTF ) (9.339) (10.803) (7.702)

[0.002] [0.003] [0.971]

No. of obs. 627 527 100

Note: Results from regression specification (2): linear regression of Delay on Treatment, Mixed, Female, Treatment ∗Mixed, Treatment ∗
Female, and control variable TotalDemand. Column 1 is for the sample of 627 pairs that reached stage 2 and where neither partner is an
induced type; Column 2 is for the subsample of 527 pairs where at least one partner demanded 20 in stage 1; Column 3is for the subsample of
100 pairs where neither partner demanded 20 in stage 1. Panel A provides regression coefficients; Panel B calculates marginal effects. Standard
errors (in brackets) are clustered at the session level. P-values [in square brackets] are for the null-hypothesis that the coefficient/marginal effect
is equal to 0. All numeric values are displayed up to 3 decimal places. Stars indicate significance: ** p < 0.050, *** p < 0.010.
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col is stylized, it provides a simple framework to uncover how willing subjects are to exploit

information asymmetries by adopting a strategic posture. By implementing the bargaining

experiment with two conditions, which differ in whether gender is revealed (treatment) or not

(control), we obtain new insights into the way that men and women try to exploit information

asymmetries in a dynamic bargaining problem. In particular, we are able to address two main

research questions. First, when gender is not revealed, we find substantial gender differences in

posturing behavior: men are much more likely to adopt a strategic posture, while women are

much more likely to adopt a fair posture. Second, we find that revealing gender seems to alter

the strategic environment in a meaningful way. In particular, revealing gender mitigates (or

even reverses) the gender gap in posturing behavior: if anything, women are more likely than

men to adopt a strategic posture and less likely to adopt a fair one.

Looking at behavior in the continuation game when no agreement is reached in stage 1, we

also observe that male-male pairs experience significantly longer bargaining delays than mixed-

gender or female-female pairs, but only in the treatment condition where gender is revealed

and only in those pairs where one of the subjects mimics the irrational type. This finding sug-

gests that strategic postures do not provide a credible signal of commitment for male subjects,

especially against a male opponent.
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A Appendix

Appendix A.1 provides additional data analysis, and Appendix A.2 provides our experimental

instructions, translated from German, along with screenshots.

A.1 Additional data analysis

To complement the findings discussed in Section 5 and 6, Appendix A.1.1 presents the results

of a number of robustness regressions; Appendix A.1.2 shows that there is no observable influ-

ence of partner’s gender on posturing behavior; and Appendix A.1.3 considers two alternative

approaches to account for demands other than 15 or 20 in the analysis of posturing behavior.

Finally, in Appendix A.1.4, we illustrate average delays in stage 2 when we divide the sample

of pairs into three categories—rather than two—in terms of the demands in stage 1.

A.1.1 Robustness

Table A1 presents a robustness analysis for our regression results on posturing behavior in

Section 6. For comparison, Columns 1 and 2 provide the regression results from the probit

regression specification (1) reported in Table 5.

Columns 3 and 4 present the regression results when we add additional controls for subject’s

age, a dummy variable taking value 1 if the subject is an economics or business major, and a

dummy variable taking value 1 if the session is gender-balanced. In addition, we add controls

for periods effects by including dummies for the first five, middle five and last five periods of the

session, where the dummy for the first five periods is treated as the omitted variable. All other

details of the regression specification are as in the baseline (pooled probit with robust standard

errors clustered at the session level). We see that all additional controls are not significant, and

including the controls has almost no impact on the regression coefficients or standard errors

relative to the baseline regression.

Columns 5 and 6 present the regression results from a panel probit regression with random

effects, and robust standard errors clustered at the session level. For direct comparison with

the baseline, we omit the additional controls, which are also insignificant in the random effects
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Table A1: Robustness checks for demands in stage 1

Baseline Baseline with additional controls Panel probit w. random effects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
demand15

i demand20
i demand15

i demand20
i demand15

i demand20
i

constant -0.425∗∗∗ 0.0458 -0.302 -0.193 -0.559∗∗∗ 0.0637
(α) (0.115) (0.146) (0.612) (0.479) (0.179) (0.207)

[0.000] [0.754] [0.622] [0.687] [0.002] [0.758]
treatment 0.413 -0.530∗∗ 0.297 -0.531∗∗ 0.522 -0.854∗∗

(βt) (0.270) (0.210) (0.298) (0.232) (0.426) (0.332)
[0.127] [0.012] [0.319] [0.022] [0.221] [0.010]

female 0.475∗∗∗ -0.613∗∗∗ 0.497∗∗∗ -0.603∗∗∗ 0.616∗∗∗ -0.778∗∗∗

(βf ) (0.0546) (0.164) (0.0724) (0.150) (0.0534) (0.214)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

treatment*female -0.720∗∗∗ 0.781∗∗∗ -0.723∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗ -0.978∗∗ 1.061∗∗∗

(βtf ) (0.263) (0.259) (0.276) (0.264) (0.403) (0.368)
[0.006] [0.003] [0.009] [0.003] [0.015] [0.004]

age 0.00144 0.00691
(βage) (0.0269) (0.0222)

[0.957] [0.756]
economics -0.0348 -0.00636
(βecon) (0.0910) (0.143)

[0.702] [0.965]
balance -0.350 -0.00261
(βbal) (0.257) (0.137)

[0.174] [0.985]
period 6-10 -0.0678 0.144
(βper6−10) (0.0932) (0.130)

[0.467] [0.268]
period 11-15 0.107 0.0768
(βper11−15) (0.145) (0.136)

[0.463] [0.571]

No. of Obs. 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100

Note: Results from regression specification (1): probit regression of demand15 (Column 1) or demand20 (Column 2) on treatment, female, and
treatment ∗ female; the same specification regression of demand15 (Column 3) or demand20 (Column 4) but with additional controls (age of
the subject, economics dummy taking a value of 1 if subject is an economics major, gender − balance dummy taking a value of 1 if the session
is gender-balanced, and categorical variable for periods in groups of 5 where period 1-5 is omitted); the panel probit regression (with random
effects) of demand15 (Column 5) or demand20 (Column 6). Standard errors (in brackets) are clustered at the session level. P-values [in square
brackets] are for the null-hypothesis that the coefficient/marginal effect is equal to 0. All numeric values are displayed up to 3 decimal places.
Stars indicate significance: ** p < 0.050, *** p < 0.010.

specification. Again, we see that the regression coefficients, standard errors, and significance

are very similar to the baseline regression.

A.1.2 Partner gender effect

In the treatment condition, subjects can condition their choice of initial posture on the gender

of their partner. To assess whether partner’s gender impacts posturing behavior, we focus

on the treatment condition where we have 1260 individual demand observations. Table A2

reports results from probit specifications for demand15 and demand20, where the regressors are

a gender dummy for the subject femalei, a gender dummy for the subjects partner femalej

(= 1 if subject i’s partner in round r is male and 0 otherwise), as well as an interaction

term. Panel A reports the coefficients and Panel B the marginal effects, together with robust
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Table A2: Partner gender effects for demands in stage 1

(1) (2)
demand15

i demand20
i

Panel A Regression Coefficients Regression Coefficients
constant 0.0125 -0.518∗∗∗

(α) (0.277) (0.168)
[0.964] [0.002]

female -0.310 0.236
(βfi) (0.264) (0.190)

[0.240] [0.215]
female -0.0468 0.0646
(βfj) (0.0555) (0.0486)

[0.400] [0.184]
femalei ∗ femalej 0.130∗∗∗ -0.136∗∗∗

(βfifj) (0.0411) (0.0413)
[0.001] [0.001]

Panel B Marginal Effects Marginal Effects
Gender difference with male partner -0.122 0.087
(Φ(α + βfi)− Φ(α)) (0.104) (0.069)

[0.243] [0.208]
Gender difference with female partner -0.071 0.037
(Φ(α + βfi + βfifj)− Φ(α)) (0.106) (0.081)

[0.502] [0.649]
Partner gender effect for females 0.032 -0.027∗∗

(Φ(α + βfj + βfifj)− Φ(α)) (0.026) (0.012)
[0.206] [0.026]

Partner gender effect for males -0.019 0.023
(Φ(α + βfj)− Φ(α)) (0.022) (0.016)

[0.400] [0.165]

No. of Obs. 1260 1260

Note: Results from probit regression of demand15 (Column 1) or demand20 (Column 2) on femalei, femalej ,
and femalei ∗ femalej . Standard errors (in brackets) are clustered at the session level. P-values [in square
brackets] are for the null-hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0. All numeric values are displayed up to 3
decimal places. Stars indicate significance: ** p < 0.050, *** p < 0.010.
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standard errors clustered at the session level and p-values for a test of the null hypothesis that

the coefficient/marginal effect is equal to 0.

Column 1 reports the results for the fair posture (demand15) and Column 2 reports the

results for the strategic posture (demand20). The first two rows of Panel B give marginal effects

for the gender gap against a female (respectively, male partner), i.e., whether male subjects

choose 15 (Column 1) or 20 (Column 2) more often than female subjects when matched with

a female (first row) or male (second row) partner. The third and fourth rows of Panel B show

marginal effects for partner gender effects, i.e., whether a male (third row) or female (fourth

row) subject choose 15 (Column 1) or 20 (Column 2) more often when matched with a male

partner than if they are matched with a female partner.

The results show that the effects are all either statistically or economically insignificant.

The only statistically significant effect is the partner gender effect for females with demand20,

which indicates that female subjects are more likely to adopt a strategic posture against a

male opponent than a female opponent. However, the effect size is an order of magnitude

smaller than the effects we discuss in Sections 5.1 and 6.1. From the small effect sizes and lack

of significance, we infer that partner’s gender does not appear to be an important factor in

explaining posturing behavior in our experiment.

A.1.3 Multinomial probit

For our analysis of posturing behavior, we consider separate regressions for the binary variables

demand15 and demand20 because both have a direct economic interpretation: demanding 20

in stage 1 is mimicking the behavior of an induced type and corresponds to the equilibrium

prediction if induced types are the only irrational type; demanding 15 can be interpreted as

reflecting a natural fairness norm, as the bargaining protocol is symmetric. More than 80% of

demand observations in both the control and treatment correspond to either the fair or strategic

posture (see Section 4.2). However, there are subjects whose initial demand is not 15 or 20 in

at least some rounds, and we remain largely agnostic about the rationale for departing from

the fair or strategic posture.

In Table A3, we present two alternative approaches to explicitly account for demands other

than 15 or 20. For comparison, Columns 1 and 2 present our baseline regression results from

Section 6.1. Column 3 presents results when we simply exclude the 403 demand observations

not equal to 15 or 20, and run our baseline probit regression for the binary variable demand15.

With the exclusion of demands other than 15 or 20, demand15 and demand20 are perfectly

negatively correlated and one can calculate marginal effects for both the fair and strategic

posture from the coefficients, which are very similar to the coefficients for demand15 in the

baseline.
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Column 4 and 5 are from a single multinomial regression with a categorical dependent

variable that takes value 0 when demand is 15, value 1 when demand is 20, and value 3 when

demand is other than 15 or 20. Demand 15 is therefore the baseline category. In the multinomial

specification, marginal effects are always relative to the baseline category, and it is therefore

difficult to isolate gender and treatment effects for the strategic (or fair) posture in isolation.

However, we see from Column 4 that gender gap for demand of 20, relative to demand of 15,

is significant in the control and reverses in the treatment, broadly in line with our findings for

the separate probit regressions in Section 6.1.

Table A3: Demand other in stage 1

Baseline Exclude other demands Multinomial probit w. base: demand15
i

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

demand15
i demand20

i demand15
i = 1 demand20

i demandOther
i

constant (α) -0.425∗∗∗ 0.0458 -0.272∗ 0.364∗ -0.603∗∗∗

(0.115) (0.146) (0.140) (0.189) (0.183)
[0.000] [0.754] [0.052] [0.054] [0.001]

treatment (βt) 0.413 -0.530∗∗ 0.556∗∗ -0.738∗∗ -0.141
(0.270) (0.210) (0.265) (0.356) (0.393)
[0.127] [0.012] [0.036] [0.038] [0.719]

female (βf) 0.475∗∗∗ -0.613∗∗∗ 0.645∗∗∗ -0.856∗∗∗ -0.169
(0.0546) (0.164) (0.114) (0.151) (0.247)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.493]

treatment*female (βtf) -0.720∗∗∗ 0.781∗∗∗ -0.893∗∗∗ 1.183∗∗∗ 0.475
(0.263) (0.259) (0.285) (0.380) (0.419)
[0.006] [0.003] [0.002] [0.002] [0.258]

No. of Obs. 2100 2100 1697 2100

Note: Results from regression specification (1): probit regression of demand15 (Column 1) or demand20 (Column 2) on treatment, female, treatment∗
female, age and economics. Excluding the observations where the subject demanded other than demand15 or demand20, a single demand variable is
constructed with demand15 = 1 and 0 when demand20 = 1 (Column 3). Results from multinomial regression with the dependent variable of demand
as a categorical variable with 3 categories: Baseline category of 0 is demand15, category 2 is demand20 and category 3 is demandOthers (Column 4-5).
Standard errors (in brackets) are clustered at the session level. P-values [in square brackets] are for the null-hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to
0. All numeric values are displayed up to 3 decimal places. Stars indicate significance: ** p < 0.050, *** p < 0.010.

A.1.4 Delays conditional on stage 1 demands

In Sections 5.2 and 6.2, we analyze delays for the subsample of 100 pairs where neither partner

adopts a strategic posture in stage 1 and the subsample of 527 pairs where at least one partner

demands 20 in stage 1. The second subsample could be divided further into (i) the 407 pairs

where exactly one partner demands 20 and (ii) the 120 pairs where both subjects demand

20. However, Figure A1 illustrates that there are essentially no difference in average delays,

broken down by condition (control or treatment) and gender-composition of the pair, between

the subsamples (i) and (ii). For comparison, Figure 1(a) illustrates the average delays in the

control and treatment for each of the gender-pairings when at least one partner demands 20

(Figure 7(b) in Section 5.2). Figure 1(b) illustrates the conditional average delays when exactly

one partner demands 20, and Figure 1(c) illustrates the conditional average delays when both

partners demand 20. We therefore opt to merge these categories to improve the power of
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the statistical inferences since, in particular, there are relatively few observations (only 8) for

male-male pairs both demanding 20 in the treatment.

Figure A1: Delays in stage 2 conditional on posturing in stage 1
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(a) At least one demand of 20
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(b) Exactly one demand of 20
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(c) Both demand 20

Note: Subfigure (a) displays the average delays in stage 2 by gender composition of the pairs when at
least one subject demanded 20 in stage 1 (same as subfigure 7(b)). Subfigure (b) displays the average
delays in stage 2 by gender composition of the pairs when exactly one subject demanded 20 in stage 1.
Subfigure (c) displays the average delays in stage 2 by gender composition of the pairs when both subjects
demanded 20 in stage 1. Conditional means are based on the observations summarized in Panel B of Table
3, rounded to the nearest integer. Top horizontal bars show p-values for a t-test of the null hypothesis
that the conditional means are equal.

A.1.5 Learning

To complement the analysis of potential learning effects in Section 5, we look at the frequency

with which male and female subjects demand 15 or 20 in the control and treatment conditions,

but with the rounds aggregated intro groups of five. This aggregation of rounds provides more

power to identify statistically significant pattern in the dynamic analysis. Figure A2 illustrates

the frequency with which subjects demanded 15 (panel a) or 20 (panel b) in rounds 1-5, rounds

6-10, and rounds 11-15 for the control condition, with p-values for the test of proportions in

each category. We see that female subjects consistently demand 15 significantly more often than

male subjects, while male subjects consistently demand 20 more often. Figure A3 provides the

same information for the treatment condition. Here, we see that male subjects demand 15

more often than female subjects but the gender gap becomes statistically significant only for

the last 5 rounds, while female subjects demand 20 more often than male subjects but, again,

the gender gap only becomes statistically significant in the last 5 rounds.
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Figure A2: Stage 1 demands in first, middle and last five periods of control
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(b) Demand 20 in control

Note: Subfigure (a) displays the percentage of observations with demand of 15 by male and female subjects
in, respectively, rounds 1–5, 6–10, and 11–15 of the control condition. Subfigure (b) displays the percentage
of observations with demand of 20 by male and female subjects in, respectively, rounds 1–5, 6–10, and
11–15 of the control condition. Average over all periods for male and female subjects are provided for
comparison.

Figure A3: Stage 1 demands in first, middle and last five periods of treatment
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(b) Demand 20 in treatment

Note: Subfigure (a) displays the percentage of observations with demand of 15 by male and female subjects
in, respectively, rounds 1–5, 6–10, and 11–15 of the treatment condition. Subfigure (b) displays the
percentage of observations with demand of 20 by male and female subjects in, respectively, rounds 1–5,
6–10, and 11–15 of the treatment condition. Average over all periods for male and female subjects are
provided for comparison.
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A.2 Experimental screenshots and instructions

Figure A.2.1: Screenshot (initial demand)
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Figure A.2.2: Screenshot (stage 2)
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Instructions Part 1 (Control) 

 

In front of you, there is an envelope. In this envelope there a pseudonym. Every player receives 

their own pseudonym (e.g., “player Berlin”) and keeps their pseudonym throughout the entire 

experiment.  

 

In part 2 you will play against other subjects. Players will receive information about the 

pseudonym of the other players with whom they are paired. This is why you need to type in 

your pseudonym in part 1. 

 

As soon as any questions have been answered, part 1 will begin on your computers. On the 

screen, you will a space for typing. Type in your pseudonym (e.g., “player Berlin”) and press 

on “Continue”. 

As soon as all players have typed in their pseudonym you will be directed to a new screen in 

which you are asked to type a password. Please then open your cabin door, you will receive the 

instructions to part 2. 

 

In Summary: 

 

1. Type in your pseudonym. For example “player Berlin”. 

2. Press on “Continue”. 

3. Open your cabin door as soon as a password is to be entered. 

 

Are there any questions? 

 
 



 

Instructions Part 1 (Treatment) 

 

In front of you, there is an envelope. In this envelope there a pseudonym. Every player receives 

their own pseudonym (e.g., “player Berlin”) and keeps their pseudonym throughout the entire 

experiment.  

 

In part 2 you will play against other subjects. Players will receive information about the 

pseudonym of the other players with whom they are paired. This is why you need to record the 

audio file in part 1. 

 

To do so, put on your headset and make sure the microphone is in front of your mouth. As soon 

as any questions have been answered, part 1 will begin on your computers. On the screen, you 

will see a button “begin recording”. After you have pressed the button wait until you see the 

message “no cam” and then say your pseudonym (e.g., “player Berlin” clearly into the 

microphone. Afterwards stay quiet and say nothing further, the recording will end automatically 

As soon as all players have recorded their pseudonym you will be directed to a new screen in 

which you are asked to type a password. Please then open your cabin door, you will receive the 

instructions to part 2. 

 

In Summary: 

 

1. Put on your headsets and place the microphone in front of your mouth.   

2. Press the button “begin recording” and stay quiet. 

3. Wait until the message “no cam” in displayed (approx. 2-3 seconds). 

4. Say clearly your pseudonym. For example “player Berlin”. 

5. Stay quiet and leave your headset on. 

6. Open your cabin door as soon as a password is to be entered. 

 

Are there any questions? 

 
 



Instructions- Part 2  

 

There are a total of 16 players in this experiment, you and 15 others. There are two types, 

Diamond and Spade. Each of the 16 players will learn their type at the start of the experiment 

and everyone keeps their type throughout the entire experiment. There are 14 type Diamond 

and 2 are type Spade. Which type you are is determined at random. 

 

As a player of type Diamond, you will make decisions over 15 periods. At the beginning of 

each period, you will be matched with a randomly assigned player. That player will be either 

another player of type Diamond or one of type Spade (more on a type Spade later). At the start 

of each period, you will hear the pseudonym of the other player. For this reason, you should 

keep your headsets on throughout the experiment. [This instruction differed in the control 

condition where the instruction was: At the start of each period, you will see the 

pseudonym of the other player.] During each period, your task is to divide 30 points between 

yourself and the other player you are matched with. 

 

Each period has up to two stages: 

 

Stage 1: You place an announcement for the number of points that you want for yourself out of 

the 30 (denote this by a). Simultaneously, the other player will make an announcement for the 

number of points they want for themselves (denote this by b). 

 If the two announcements sum to 30 or less, then you will receive your announcement 

plus half of what is left over (30 minus the sum of the two announcements) and the 

period will end. In other words, you will receive a + (30-a-b)/2 points and the other 

player receives b + (30-a-b)/2. 

 If the two announcements sum to more than 30, then you move on to the second stage. 

 

 

Stage 2: You can now either accept the other player’s announcement or wait until they accept 

your announcement. Accepting their announcement immediately means that you receive 30 – 

b points for that period. However, the longer you wait the less your points are worth. 

Approximately, points decrease at a rate of 1% per second. More precisely, if you accept the 

other player’s announcement after t seconds, you will receive (30 − b) x (0.99)𝑡
 and the other 

player will receive b x (0.99)𝑡. The following graph illustrates this: 



 
 

If on the other hand, the other player accepts your offer after t seconds, you will receive 

a x (0.99)𝑡
 and the other player will receive (30 −  a) x (0.99)𝑡. The following graph 

illustrates this: 

 

 
 

Your computer screen will display the points you and the other player would receive if you 

were to accept, or if they were to accept your announcement at different points in time. Once 

either you or the other player has accepted, or the value of the points have reached zero, the 

period is over. 

 

 



 

A few examples might help your understanding. These are not meant to be realistic: 

 

1. In the first stage, you announce 1.5 and the other player announces 3.5. Since 1.5 

+ 3.5 = 5, which is smaller than 30, the period ends and you receive 1.5 + (30 - 

5)/2 = 14 points. If instead the other player had announced 23.5, then you would have received 

1.5 + (30 - 25)/2 = 4 points. 

 

2. In the first stage, you announce 15 and the other player announces 23. Since 15 + 23 = 38, 

which is greater than 30, you go to the second stage. In the second stage, the other accepts your 

announcement after 1 second. You get 15 x (0.99)1
 = 14.85 points. If instead, the other player 

does not accept immediately and you accept after 10 seconds, then you obtain 

(30 −  23) x (0.99)10 = 6.33 points. 

 

3. In the first stage, you announce 25 and the other player announces 5. Since 25 + 5 = 30, the 

period ends and you obtain 25 points. 

As you can see there are many possibilities. 

 

When every pair has finished this task, the next period begins. You will be matched with a 

randomly assigned player in the next period. The task in the next period is exactly the same as 

the one just described (apart from that you will be playing with a new player). 

The experiment consists of 15 such periods. 

 

Players of type Spade do the same thing every period. Their strategy is as follows. In the first 

stage, the Spade player will always announce that they want 20 points. If the period goes to the 

second stage (that is the announcements are incompatible), the Spade player will never accept 

the offer of the other player. At the beginning of each period, The Diamond player has a 2/15 

chance of being matched to a Spade player. 

 

Once the 15 periods have been completed, the total number of points you have earned will be 

displayed (denote this by P). These points determines the odds of winning a prize 

in your lottery. Your lottery has the following structure: 

 

 The odds of winning are given by the number of points you earned throughout the 

experiment divided by the total number of points available. Since there are 15 periods 

and there are 30 points available in each period, the total number of points available is 

given by 15 x 30 = 450. Thus the odds of winning are P/450. 

 The prize is 20 euro. 

 That is, you have P/450 chance of winning the prize and 1 - P/450 chance of receiving 

0. 

 

In summary, your earning from this session is comprised of a 10 euro participation fee and the 

outcome of your lottery. The probabilities associated with your lottery depend on the number 

of points you have earned throughout the session. You can earn either 0 or 

20 from the lottery. 

 

Are there any questions? 

 

 

 

 



Summary 

 

 

 

Before we start, let me remind you that: 

 

 After a period is finished, you will be matched to a randomly assigned new player for 

the next period. You will hear the pseudonym of your partner via your headset. 

 In each period, you and another player will make announcements to divide 30 points 

between both of you. If the sum of your two announcements is less than 30 the period 

ends. If the sum of the two announcements is 30 or more you move to a second stage. 

In the second stage, the points decrease in value until either you or the other player 

accepts the announcement made by the other party, at which point the period ends. 

 At the end of the session, your earnings are determined by a lottery with probabilities 

that depend on the number of points you have earned throughout the experiment. You 

can earn either 0 or 20 from the lottery. In addition you will receive a 10 euro show-up 

fee. 

 

 

 

Good Luck. 
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